** Complete the assignment and submit to **Ms Perry Wong** (Staff Room, 3/F., CITA, Kowloon Bay) on/before **11 March 2011 (before 5:00 p.m.).**

**DESN2013EF Fashion and Image Styling (Re-do Assignment)**

**Art Deco Appreciation**

Students are asked to design a fashion look to be based on the Art Deco fashion style and its feature. You can develop your idea by applying the accessories or related items to enhance the look you’d like to present. You should not only focus on the design of the garment; a successful styling job should have made good balance of both garment and accessories.

Make it modern and be related to the theme of Art Deco!

**Layout**

2 pages of research
1 page of final look with illustration
1 page of details description (e.g. Accessories / Garment)
4 pages altogether

**Format**

1 set of hard copy (A4) of invitation

**Submission Deadline**

11 March 2011 (Fri)

** Plagiarism is a serious offence, and if caught will also result in an automatic fail. **